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*-- ~~ tt ~ v Introduction ~ -, ~ .. *·-
"Faces of the Holocaust" is a unique series of fifteen videotapes created expressly as a classroom resource 
and curriculum supplement. I began to record these one-of-a-kind stories in 1985 with Wright State University 
Television Center Initially, there were nine interviews over a three year period, which included painstaking 
editing. The second part of the series was filmed in 1995, the fiftieth year ofliberation, with interviews of five 
more liberators and one more survivor. The series was directed by K. Roland Knight ofWright State University 
Television Center. Dr. Thomas Martin and Challon Roberts assisted me in the editing process. 
Pictures obtained from survivors, liberators and rescuers from all over the world filled the edited videotapes 
with real images of that time period. It was still a novel idea at that time - to tape the stories of those who had 
actually witnessed and been part ofthe Holocaust. It was not always easy to convince survivors or liberators that 
their stories were of the utmost importance, that time was slipping by, and that these stories could only be told 
by those who had lived them. They bravely came forward and and somehow there was some healing in the 
recalling and telling oftheir stories. It was most difficult to bring back the memories ofthese horrible times and 
events that had wiped out their entire families and homes. 
Nor was it without great effort for liberators to remember the horror they felt at seeing the human remains they 
encountered in the death camps. Yet, all the effort was worth it so that we could bring their stories to educate 
a new generation in the hope that these atrocities would never occur again to any people. 
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In the following pages you will find briefsummaries ofthe fifteen interviews in the Faces ofthe Holocaust video 
series. These were taped between 1985 and 1995, and some of the interview subjects have since passed away or moved 
out of the Dayton area. Most are still living as of this writing (2001 ). 
Each summary is followed by historical notes. These relate to the circumstances surrounding the subject's story, 
and some are repeated more than once for subjects with similar backgrounds. You will also find suggested topics for 
classroom discussion, and finally, a URL directing you to a web page on the Dayton Holocaust Resource Center's web 
site. This guide and the web pages provide ideas for further discussion of controversial issues - some of them still not 
resolved- arising from the Holocaust. In this way we hope to guide students and teachers toward discovering applications 
for Holocaust studies in present-day issues: racism, the need to stand up against evil, to question authority when we must. 
~.. ==~ K- ..~--· Holocaust SURVIVORS 
The Dayton area has been home to a surprising number ofHolocaust survivors. 
Some came here to work for the Air Force, others because they had relatives here, some because of business 
opportunities and a few entirely by chance. Many of the people featured in Faces of the Holocaust still live 
in the area, others have moved elsewhere after retirement, and some have died. 
·~ RESCUERS 
While many Europeans under the Nazi occupation supported or turned a blind eye to the persecution of 
Jews, many others listened to their consciences and tried to help - even at the risk of their own lives and the 
lives of their families. Many of these selfless people have been identified over the years by the Israeli 
government and honored with the title "Righteous among the Nations" or "Righteous Gentile." Many others 
who sacrificed to help their neighbors will never be known. 
Pr~ LIBERATORS 
This term is often used for soldiers who were present at the liberation ofdeath camps and concentration 
camps, mostly during April of 1945. Some actively assisted in the rescue of inmates and others just observed, 





Part I: The Survivors 
+ --- "~~ :(-· Helga Levy (39 minutes) 
A native ofBerlin, Helga witnessed first-hand the rise ofNazi power. She was in grade school when the first 
discriminatory laws were passed against Jews, and learned what it was like to have her identity as a German 
taken away. While still in her teens she was forced to work in a munitions factory, and was left to fend for 
herselfwhen her parents were taken away by the Gestapo. She was one of several thousand Jews who survived 
the war in Berlin itself, using false identities and moving from one place to another to avoid the authorities. 
Helga was still in Berlin when the Russians liberated the city at the end of the war; after spending time in a 
relocation camp, she came to the United States. 
Historical Note: 
Berlin, a beautiful and cosmopolitan city, was the old capital of Prussia and after 1870, of the united 
German empire. Undamaged in World War I, it was considered a great Weltstadt or "world city" even after the 
Germans lost that conflict. The population just before the second World War was 4.5 million, including several 
hundred thousand Jews - a large proportion of all German Jews lived there. Many of these were well-to-do 
professionals, respected and fully integrated into the life ofthe city. Some were even decorated veterans of the 
first World War. It is believed that about five thousand ofthem escaped the Holocaust, a small number ofthose 
never leaving the city throughout the war. During the first years ofthe conflict Berlin was occasionally bombed 
by the Allies but escaped massive destruction until the last few months of the war in 1945. By the time Hitler 
committed suicide and Russian troops arrived in April, it had been largely levelled. The city was then divided 
into four occupation zones: British, French, American and Soviet. The first three later united as West Berlin, 
but East Berlin remained separate until the Berlin Wall came down in November 1989. Since then the city has 
seen a renaissance of architecture and cultural life and is again the capital of unified Germany. 
Ideas for classroom discussions 
1. What was the status of Jews in Germany before Hitler came to power? 
(Jews were fully integrated; they had the same rights as any other citizen. Many were professional 
people: doctors, lawyers, bankers, professors, government bureaucrats. The majority were middle-class 
shopkeepers or office workers. Most lived in cities. On the other hand, anti-Semitism was a fundamental aspect 
of German culture, going back centuries but only occasionally coming to the surface.) 
2. How did the events of the 1920s affect the Jews? 
(The economic collapse, caused by the enormous debt and reparations from World War I, was blamed 
by many on the Jews. Many were well-to-do and did not appear to suffer much from the economic dislocations; 
also, the Jewish community took care ofits poorer members, giving the impression that there was vast, unseen 
"Jewish wealth." Many bankers and financiers were Jews, and so were many leaders of the socialist and 
communist movements. All this seemed to point toward a Jewish role in Germany's troubles. But it took a 
Hitler to explain why the Jews wanted to undermine Germany. Discuss the real reasons for the depression. Why 
were people so willing to believe that the Jews were responsible? This is another way of asking: how were the 
Nazis able to rise so quickly?) 
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3. What were some of the early warning signs that Jews 
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would be persecuted? 
(Discuss Helga's uncle, harassed for "race defilement"; use of the expression "Heil Hitler" at school; 
using biology class to measure the girls' heads.) 
4. According to Helga's story, how were the Jews reduced to second-class status? 
(Discuss the gradual enactment of restrictions and discriminatory laws; show how rights can be taken 
away more easily if they are taken one at a time. Discuss: if all the Jews' rights had been taken away at one 
time, would the German people have accepted such a drastic move?) 
5. How did the Nazis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor like Helga 
- at least until prisoners ofwar from other conquered nations could be brought in to replace them. The very old 
and very young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps, and probably not 
survive long. They were put to work until they died or were killed when no longer useful. Helga would have 
been sent to a camp after teaching her job to the newly arrived Balkan prisoners.) 
6. How was it possible for Helga to survive the entire war right in Berlin? Why didn't she go elsewhere? 
(Points to consider: does Helga "look Jewish"? Was she religious - that is, could she have been easily 
identified as a participant in Jewish life? Would she have been in even greater danger outside Berlin, where she 
didn't know her way around and would have "stood out" more? Could anyone outside Berlin have helped her 
as her parents' friends in Berlin did? Did she have responsibilities at home? etc.) 
7. What personal characteristics might be needed to survive an ordeal like Helga's? 
8. When Helga's parents were told they had two hours to prepare to be shipped out, why didn't they flee 
immediately? Did they understand what was about to happen to them? Where could they have gone, and how? 
What would you do in their situation? 
(Discuss why so many Jews remained in Germany even after Hitler came to power, given the fact that 
he never concealed his attitude toward the Jewish "race.") 
9. What lesson can we learn from Helga's story of the Jewish girl who collaborated with the Nazis? 
(Why do people abandon their own? Can we really save ourselves by selling out?) 
10. What are some of the early warning signs of possible future injustice or oppression that students can see 
today? 
For further research: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/antisemitism.htm 
I+ ~· H • * Murray Weisman (43 minutes) 
Murray is a native of Lodz in Poland, which before the war was one of the largest Jewish communities in 
Europe. When the Germans invaded Poland they confined the Jews to their ghettos in many cities and then 
began shipping them off to concentration camps. Murray was picked up off the street at the age of nine and 
never saw his family again. Because he was young and able to work (and lied about his age), he was able to 
escape the gas chambers but underwent extreme hardship as a slave laborer. During the war he was an inmate 
of seven camps and was liberated in 1945 from Buchenwald. 
Historical note: 
For centuries Poland was a major European power, but in the late eighteenth century it was partitioned 
among Russia, Austria and Prussia (later Germany). The Polish people were strongly nationalist and fought for 
their freedom, but they did not achieve it until 1919. The Versailles treaty created an independent Poland, but 
also gave it a section of Germany's coastline so it would have an outlet to the Baltic Sea. This was called the 
"Polish Corridor," and as it was inhabited mostly by Germans, it was a source ofanger in Germany between the 
world wars. Hitler made it his first military objective to recapture the lost territory. In August 1939 he made 
a non-aggression pact with the Soviets, agreeing that they could take the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) 
if they allowed Germany to take much ofPoland. As a result the Soviets looked the other way when the Nazis 
overran Poland and began sending its large Jewish minority to concentration camps. In the meantime, the 
British had promised Poland support ifit were attacked; when the invasion came on September 1, 1939, Britain 
responded, thus beginning World War II. Within a month most ofPoland was under German occupation. 
A vast number of Poles, many of them not Jewish, went to Nazi concentration camps. Perhaps six 
million Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) died, and millions more fled or were forcibly removed to create 
Lebensraum ("living space") for the Germans. About 2.5 million Poles were transported to G~rmany or other 
Nazi-occupied areas to be used as slave labor. Poland today has still not recovered from Nazi occupation, and 
the Polish government (both the former Communists and the current pro-W estem regimes) have purposely kept 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. In 1939 and 1940 most Jews were rounded up and forced into ghettos, 
particularly in Warsaw, Lodz and Vilnius. By 1943 most of these had gone to the death camps as the ghettos 
were "liquidated" one by one. Throughout the war a Polish government-in-exile functioned in London and an 
active resistance movement greatly aided the Allied cause within occupied Poland. More than a hundred 
thousand Poles fought in Allied armies. After the German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941, the Soviets 
occupied parts ofPoland and rescued many Jews and other victims of the Nazis. Hundreds of thousands were 
transported deep into Russia for safety, but many of these were also conscripted into Russian labor battalions. 
At the end of the war the Russians liberated Poland and installed a Communist government there. 
For discussion: 
1. What was it like to be a Jew in Poland before World War II? 
(Several million Jews lived in Poland; they had the most active and vital Jewish community in the world, 
and were an important factor in the country's life and economy. In general they were tolerated but in the Nazi 
era an ugly native anti-Semitism appeared -not only Germans, but Catholic Poles also victimized Jews. During 
this period hatred ofthe Jews was actively taught in many churches and schools. Many Polish Jews were small 
businesspeople; some were farmers; not many were urban professionals. Many thousands of them were quite 
poor. They were generally more religious and conservative than their German kin and not quite so well 
assimilated.) 
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2. What was it like to live in the Warsaw Ghetto befqre and during the war? 
(This was a large Jewish neighborhood, dating back to medieval times, consisting of hundreds of 
apartments and small houses mixed in with shops and schools in a maze ofwinding streets. Prejudice had long 
forced Jews to congregate in certain neighborhoods, but they were free to come and go and usually worked 
elsewhere in the city. Before the war about 160,000people lived here. When the Nazis occupied Warsaw, they 
built a wall around the ghetto and forced an additional 340,000 Jews - most but not all from Poland - into the 
small area. Food and fuel were extremely scarce and a barter economy quickly developed. Since Jews could 
not leave and non-Jews could not enter, almost all shops and businesses closed. A few ofthe residents were put 
to work in armaments factories outside the walls, but most were virtual prisoners. In July 1942 three-fourths 
of the population was shipped off to concentration camps, mainly to Treblinka.) 
3. Discuss the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. 
( In January 1943, when only about 60,000 starving Jews remained in the walled ghetto, Himmler 
ordered all the remaining residents shipped out to death camps. The Jews resisted fiercely with homemade 
weapons. In April a full-scale attack by the German army captured the ghetto. Nearly everyone inside was shot, 
including women and children.) 
4. How did the Nazis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor, at least 
until prisoners ofwar from other conquered nations could be brought in to replace them. The very old and very 
young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps, and probably not survive long. 
They were put to work until they died, or were killed when no longer useful. Murray was able to stay alive 
because he claimed to be older than he was and that he had skills the Nazis needed; he worked hard and was 
healthy enough to survive the lack of food and brutal conditions.) 
5. Upon arriving at a camp, how were the prisoners deliberately degraded and dehumanized? 
(Discuss the psychological reasons for doing this: it is easier to hate and kill an enemy if you first 
convince yourself that he is evil and/or less than human. 
Clothes, jewelry, all personal possessions and even false teeth are confiscated; gold fillings are removed 
from the mouth; heads are shaved and drab uniform clothing is issued, your name is 'replaced' by a number, 
often tattooed on the body, etc.; you are treated like livestock or inventory. 
Discuss another psychological issue: ifyou have a highly organized and efficient system for "processing" 
large numbers of people, those taking part in the process can reassure themselves: "I'm not persecuting these 
Jews; the system is." Or, "I'm just following orders.") 
6. Why did Murray lie about his age and claim to be a carpenter? 
(Those too young to work, or without skills, were quickly executed.) 
7. What were living conditions like at the camps? 
(Piles of straw and/or multi-tiered wooden bunks for sleeping; SS men with dogs searching tents or 
barracks at unpredictable intervals; constant harassment and bullying; never enough food or water; ill-fitting 
clothing; no heat in cold weather; sometimes no toilets and never any privacy; families separated by sex; most 
of all, the psychological effect of never knowing what to expect next.) 
8. Murray says that his most difficult time was in 1942 at Auschwitz. There he was a slave laborer for the I. 
G. Farbenindustrie plant set up at the camp. What psychological abuse took place there? 
(Destroying the will to live or resist by taking away all self-esteem. Here you might also discuss the fate 
of such multinational corporations as I. G. Farben and Bayer, who produced chemicals and weapons for the 
Nazis and today are thriving multibillion-dollarplayers in the world economy and a major source ofGermany's 
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current economic strength. Should these companies have been allowed to survive and profit after the war? 
Should they now be financially liable for what they did to Jewish and non-Jewish slave laborers?) 
9. What kind of personal characteristics do you think a person needs to survive an ordeal like Murray's? 
10. Why did so few Germans resist Nazi tyranny? What would you have done ifyou had lived in Germany then 
and did not agree with Nazi ideology or tactics? 
11. Why is it important to hear the story of the Holocaust from an actual survivor like Murray? 





Rachel grew up in a small town in Poland. When the Germans invaded that country in September 1939 they 
rounded up most of the Polish Jews and sent them to concentration camps. Rachel avoided capture with her 
mother and hid out in _a nearby forest. Eventually, her mother was killed by German soldiers. Rachel joined 
a band ofpartisans who were fighting the German occupation and was finally reunited with her only surviving 
relative, a brother. 
Historical note: 
For centuries Poland was a major European power, but in the late eighteenth century it was partitioned 
among Russia, Austria and Prussia (later Germany). The Polish people were strongly nationalist and fought for 
their freedom, they but did not achieve it until 1919. The Versailles treaty created an independent Poland, but 
also gave it a section of Germany's coastline so it would have an outlet to the Baltic Sea. This was called the 
"Polish Corridor" and, as it was inhabited mostly by Germans, it was a source ofanger in Germany between the 
world wars. Hitler made it his first military objective to recapture the lost territory. In August 1939, he made 
a non-aggression pact with the Soviets, agreeing that they could take the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) 
if they allowed Germany to take much ofPoland. As a result the Soviets looked the other way when the Nazis 
overran Poland and began sending its large Jewish minority to concentration camps. In the meantime, the 
British had promised Poland support ifit were attacked; when the invasion came on September 1, 1939, Britain 
declared war. Within a month most ofPoland was under German occupation. 
A vast number ofPoles, many ofthem not Jewish, went to Nazi concentration camps. An estimated six 
million Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) died, and millions more fled or were forcibly removed to create 
Lebensraum ("living space") for the Germans. About 2.5 million Poles were transported to Germany or other 
Nazi-occupied areas to be used as slave labor. Poland today has still not recovered from Nazi occupation, and 
the Polish government (both the former Communists and the current pro-W estem regimes) have purposely kept 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. In 1939 and 1940 most Jews were rounded up and forced into ghettos, 
particularly in Warsaw, Lodz and Vilnius. By 1943 most of these had gone to the death camps as the ghettos 
were "liquidated" one by one. Throughout the war a Polish government-in-exile functioned in London and an 
active resistance movement greatly aided the Allied cause within occupied Poland. More than a hundred 
thousand Poles fought in Allied armies. After the German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941, the Soviets 
occupied parts ofPoland and rescued many Jews and other victims of the Nazis. Hundreds of thousands were 
transported deep into Russia for safety, but many of these were also conscripted into Russian labor battalions. 
At the end of the war the Russians liberated Poland and installed a Communist government there. 
Topics for discussion: 
1. What was it like to be a Jew in Poland before World War II? 
(Several million Jews lived in Poland; they had the most active and vital Jewish community in the world, 
and were an important factor in the country's life and economy. In general they were tolerated but in the Nazi 
era an ugly native anti-Semitism appeared - not only Germans, but Catholic Poles also victimized Jews. Most 
Polish Jews were small businesspeople; some were farmers; not many were urban professionals. Many 
thousands ofthem were quite poor. They were generally more religious and conservative than their German kin 
and not quite so well assimilated.) 
2. In what ways did the Russians help Jews escape the Holocaust? 
(Discussion can focus on students' preconceptions and misconceptions about the Soviets and 
Communism. Marxist ideology strongly condemns racism and prejudice, and many founders ofthe Soviet state 
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were Jewish. But the Russians also badly needed workers for their labor battalions, and any Jewish labor they 
could take away from Germany would hurt the Nazi cause. To complicate matters, there is a long history of 
anti-Semitism in Russia, though it was never as virulent as in Germany or even Poland. Also ask the students 
to consider why the United States did so much less than the Russians to help Holocaust victims.) 
3. How did the Nazis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave 
free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor, like 
Murray. The very old and very young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps 
and probably not survive long. They were put to work until they died, or they were killed when no longer useful. 
Rachel might have survived even if captured, as she was a strong healthy teenager capable of working.) 
4. What kind of personal characteristics would you need to survive an ordeal like Rachel's? 
5. How did Rachel's friends and neighbors "change" when threatened by the invaders? 
(A former friend tortured Rachel's cousin; neighbors told the Gestapo that Rachel and her mother were 
missing and must be hiding somewhere. Why? How do you react when your own survival may depend on 
compromising someone else's survival?) 
6. What motivated Rachel and her mother to survive under such nightmarish conditions? 
(They had each other to live for, but there was also a desire to outwit their oppressors and survive in spite 
of superior strength and hatred on the other side. Also, they did not know at first what had happened to other 
family members - they might still be alive.) 
7. If you discovered the murdered body of a close friend or relative, as Rachel did, what would your reaction 
be? (Would you give up on life, or would you fight even harder?) 
8. After the death of her mother, what did Rachel do to survive? 
(A family hid her; an infant had to be kept from crying; grenade was put into bunker, etc.) 
9. Why is it important to hear about the Holocaust from an actual survivor like Rachel? 
On the DHRC website: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/resistance.htm 
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'if·· =-T 1,--~ Ben and Bernice Moler (34 minutes) 
Ben and Bernice were both natives ofPoland but met as exiles in Russia. Both lost nearly all their relatives, but 
escaped being sent to concentration camps by fleeing behind Russian lines when the Soviets invaded Poland 
to attack Germany. Ben was drafted by the Soviet army as a laborer. Bernice was among thousands ofJewish 
refugees sent east into the Ural Mountains as the Germans advanced. They met there near the end of the war 
and married, and decided to come to the United States because their home communities had been obliterated 
and because Ben had relatives in America. 
The son of a newspaper printer in Wilno, Poland (now Vilnius, Lithuania), Ben knew about Nazi anti­
Semitism long before the war. In 1939, as a result ofthe Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, Wilno was occupied by the 
Soviets. But in 1941 the Nazis occupied the city, and Ben fled with some friends. His family remained behind, 
convinced that the Germans would not harm them. He never saw his family again. From Minsk, he was 
recruited into a Russian labor corps and worked near the Volga River until that region, too, was occupied by the 
Germans. He fled into the Ural Mountains, where he worked as a lumberjack - and also met his wife Bernice. 
At the end of the war he was permitted to return to Wilno, but found no one he knew. He learned later that his 
mother had been shot and his father had been sent to a camp in Estonia, where he caught typhoid and was burned 
to death with other sick prisoners in a human bonfire. He did, however, eventually find a sister who had escaped 
into Russia. He came to the United States and worked as a printer in Jackson, Mississippi; later he found a 
better job at the Dayton Daily News. He retired in 1986. 
Born Bronia Fogel in Poland in 1925, Bernice was 14 when the war broke out and her village came under 
German control. Departing Russian troops gave her family and neighbors thirty minutes to decide whether they 
wanted to be evacuated to Russia. Knowing their possible fate under Nazi rule, the Fogels decided to go. They 
went to an uncle's house in Vladimir, but in 1940 were sent on to a work camp in the Urals and later settled in 
a nearby town. Bernice was able to attend school for the next few years but also worked twelve hours a day. 
Her father died in 1944 for lack ofmedical treatment, but she, her brother and sister continued to live with their 
mother in a one-room apartment. Life was very hard, but they knew that they would not have survived in 
Poland. After the war Ben and Bernice were permitted to leave the Soviet Union and came to the United States 
in 1949. They have two children and four grandchildren. 
Historical note: 
For centuries Poland was a major European power, but in the late eighteenth century it was partitioned 
among Russia, Austria and Prussia (later Germany). The Polish people were strongly nationalist and fought for 
their freedom, but they did not achieve it until 1919. The Versailles treaty created an independent Poland, but 
also gave it a section of Germany's coastline so it would have an outlet to the Baltic Sea. This was called the 
"Polish Corridor" and, as it was inhabited mostly by Germans, it was a source ofanger in Germany between the 
world wars. Hitler made it his first military objective to recapture the lost territory. In August 1939 he made 
anon-aggression pact with the Soviets, agreeing that they could take the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) 
if they allowed Germany to take much ofPoland. As a result the Soviets looked the other way when the Nazis 
overran Poland and began sending its large Jewish minority to concentration camps. In the meantime, the 
British had promised Poland support ifit were attacked; when the invasion came on September 1, 1939, Britain 
declared war. Within a month most of Poland was under German occupation. 
A vast number ofPoles, many ofthem not Jewish, went to Nazi concentration camps. An estimated six 
million Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) died, and millions more fled or were forcibly removed to create 
Lebensraum ("living space") for the Germans. About 2.5 million Poles were transported to Germany or other 
Nazi-occupied areas to be used as slave labor. Poland today has still not recovered from Nazi occupation, and 
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the Polish government (both the former Communists and the current pro-Western regimes) have purposely kept 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. In 1939 and 1940 most Jews were rounded up and forced into ghettos, 
particularly in Warsaw, Lodz and Vilnius. By 1943 most of these had gone to the death camps <!S the ghettos 
were "liquidated" one by one. Throughout the war a Polish government-in-exile functioned in London and an 
active resistance and partisan movement greatly aided the Allied cause within occupied Poland. More than a 
hundred thousand Poles fought in Allied armies. After the German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941, the 
Soviets occupied parts ofPoland and rescued many Jews and other victims ofthe Nazis. Hundreds ofthousands 
were transported deep into Russia for safety, but many of these were also conscripted into Russian labor 
battalions. At the end of the war the Russians liberated Poland and installed a Communist government there. 
For discussion purposes: 
1. What was it like to be a Jew in Poland before World War II? 
(Several million Jews lived in Poland; they had the most active and vital Jewish community in the world, 
and were an important factor in the country's life and economy. In general they were tolerated but in the Nazi 
era an ugly native anti-Semitism appeared - not only Germans, but Catholic Poles also victimized Jews. Most 
Polish Jews were small businesspeople and a few were farmers; not many were urban professionals. Many 
thousands ofthem were quite poor. They were generally more religious and conservative than their German kin 
and not quite so well assimilated.) 
2. What are some examples ofoppression on a small and personal scale in Germany and the regions occupied 
by the Nazis? When the oppressor meets no resistance, what is s/he likely to do next? 
(Bernice mentions that mentally retarded people were shot; Jews in traditional dress and beards were 
pulled off the streets and forced to do work like cleaning latrines. Bernice says that when Poles made no 
resistance to these "small" tyrannies, the Germans grew more confident about large-scale persecution.) 
3. In what ways did the Russians help Jews escape the Holocaust? 
(Discussion can focus on students' preconceptions and misconceptions about the Soviets and 
Communism. Marxist ideology strongly condemns racism and prejudice, and many founders ofthe Soviet state 
were Jewish. But the Russians also badly needed workers for their labor battalions, and any Jewish labor they 
could take away from Germany would hurt the Nazi cause. To complicate matters, there is a long history of 
anti-Semitism in Russia, though it was never as virulent as in Germany or even Poland. Also ask the students 
to consider why the United States did so much less than the Russians to help Holocaust victims.) 
4. If Russia offered a "way out," why didn't more Jews go there? 
(Think about what it would take for your family to pull up stakes on very short notice and move to a 
foreign country, especially during wartime. Also discuss the ideological and historical distrust German and 
Polish Jews might have felt toward Russia.) 
5. Discuss this statement: Poland itself was a major casualty ofWorld War II, and the fate of the Polish Jews 
was a significant part of that larger tragedy. 
(Discuss the 1939 Hitler-Stalin Pact and Poland's long history as a pawn in the great-power struggles 
of Europe. How does Poland today deal with that past?) 
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6. How did the Nazis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor. The very 
old and very young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps, and probably 
not survive long. They were put to work until they died, or were killed when no longer useful. Ben and Bernice 
might have survived even if captured, as they were both strong healthy teenagers capable ofworking. Discuss 
the reasons for burning Ben's father in the railroad car.) 
7. What happened to retarded or handicapped people? 
(They were among the first Nazi victims, both because they were unproductive and because Hitler did 
not want their genes passed on to the next generation.) 
8. What kind ofpersonal characteristics would you need to survive an ordeal like that of Ben and Bernice? 
9. Why did some Germans sneak into displaced-persons camps after the war, pretending to be Jews? 
10. Why is it important to hear about the Holocaust directly from people who were its victims? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/soviets.htm 
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*-ffr · *· ff ..., * Sam Heider (59 minutes) 
Sam Heider was born in 1924 in the small village ofBiejkow, one of six children ofY ankel and Chaja Hajder. 
Unlike most Polish Jews, the Hajders had been farmers for generations and owned their own land. In 1941 the 
farm was confiscated by the German occupation forces, and the family moved to the ghetto in nearby 
Bialobrzegi. In 1942 the ghetto was liquidated and Sam's parents went to their deaths at Treblinka. Sam 
escaped because he had already been sent to a work camp at Radom. All he had left of his family was a 
photograph of his sister, which - remarkably- he was able to keep with him by hiding it under his arm, even 
in the showers. He still has the photograph. 
Historical note: 
For centuries Poland was a major European power, but in the late eighteenth century it was partitioned 
among Russia, Austria and Prussia (later Germany). The Polish people were strongly nationalist and fought for 
their freedom, but they did not achieve it until 1919. The Versailles treaty created an independent Poland, but 
also gave it a section of Germany's coastline so it would have an outlet to the Baltic Sea. This was called the 
"Polish Corridor" and, as it was inhabited mostly by Germans, it was a source ofanger in Germany between the 
world wars. Hitler made it his first military objective to recapture the lost territory. In August 1939 he made 
a non-aggression pact with the Soviets, agreeing that they could take the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) 
if they allowed Germany to take much ofPoland. As a result the Soviets looked the other way when the Nazis 
overran Poland and began sending its large Jewish minority to concentration camps. In the meantime, the 
British had promised Poland support ifit were attacked; when the invasion came on September 1, 1939, Britain 
declared war. Within a month most ofPoland was under German occupation. 
' A vast number ofPoles, many ofthem not Jewish, went to Nazi concentration camps. An estimated six 
million Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) died, and millions more fled or were forcibly removed to create 
Lebensraum ("living space") for the Germans. About 2.5 million Poles were transported to Germany or other 
Nazi-occupied areas to be used as slave labor. Poland today has still not recovered from Nazi occupation, and 
the Polish government (both the former Communists and the current pro-Western regimes) have purposely kept 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. In 1939 and 1940 most Jews were rounded up and forced into ghettos, 
particularly in Warsaw, Lodz and Vilnius. By 1943 most of these had gone to the death camps as the ghettos 
were "liquidated" one by one. Throughout the war a Polish government-in-exile functioned in London and an 
active resistance and partisan movement greatly aided the Allied cause within occupied Poland. More than a 
hundred thousand Poles fought in Allied armies. After the German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941, the 
Soviets occupied parts ofPoland and rescued many Jews and other victims ofthe Nazis. Hundreds ofthousands 
were transported deep into Russia for safety, but many of these were also conscripted into Russian labor 
battalions. At the end of the war the Russians liberated Poland and installed a Communist government there. 
Questions for discussion: 
1. What was it like to be a Jew in Poland before World War II? 
(Several million Jews lived in Poland; they had the most active and vital Jewish community in the world, 
and were an important factor in the country's life and economy. In general they were tolerated but in the Nazi 
era an ugly native anti-Semitism appeared - not only Germans, but Catholic Poles also victimized Jews. Most 
Polish Jews were small businesspeople and a few were farmers; not many were urban professionals. Many 
thousands ofthem were quite poor. They were generally more religious and conservative than their German kin 
and not quite so well assimilated.) 
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2. What kind of personal characteristics would you need to survive an ordeal like Sam's? 
3. Discuss this statement: Poland itself was a major casualty ofWorld War II, and the fate of the Polish Jews 
was a significant part of that larger tragedy. 
(Discuss the 1939 Hitler-Stalin Pact, and Poland's long history as a pawn in the great-power struggles 
of Europe. How does Poland today deal with that past?) 
4. How did the Nazis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor. The very 
old and very young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps and probably not 
survive long. They were put to work until they died, or were killed when no longer useful. Ben and Bernice 
might have survived even if captured, as they were both strong healthy teenagers capable of working.) 
5. Why is it important to learn about the Holocaust from someone who experienced it? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/reparations.htm 
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Part II: The Liberators 
~""' ~· ... .~, Charles Froug (22 minutes) 
Dr. Froug, who is Jewish, was a physician with the American army that liberated southern Germany. Unaware 
that death camps even existed, his unit stumbled upon Dachau. Dr. Froug remained there for several weeks, 
giving medical aid to the survivors. This interview is graphic and could be disturbing to some students. 
Historical note: 
Dachau, northwest of Munich, was the first camp established by the Nazis (in 1933). It was classified 
as a concentration camp, not a death camp, so in spite of its large size and twelve-year history, the number of 
deaths there was relatively low - 31,591 were registered, but many more died who were not recorded. At first 
it was used for political prisoners and other "undesirables," though eventually most ofthe inmates were Jewish. 
SS training also took place there. The efficient organization system developed by its commander, Theodor 
Eicke, became a model for all other camps. Of the quarter-million inmates who passed through Dachau, the 
majority were not German, the Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) being the largest contingent. Many of the 
prisoners worked as slave labor in airplane and rocket factories. Medical experiments were also conducted at 
Dachau, mainly on "mental defectives." About 67,000 people were still there when the U.S. Third Army 
liberated the camp. Though Dachau was not intended as a death camp, many thousands fell victim to disease, 
starvation and brutal treatment. After the war, some of those executed as a result of the Nuremberg trials were 
cremated there. Today it is a memorial and museum maintained by the German government. 
Questions for discussion 
1. How would an experience like Charles' change you? 
2. A doctor coming into a concentration camp would probably have a very different view of things than the 
average soldier without medical training. How do you suppose he reacted? 
3. As a doctor, what sort ofmedical conditions would you expect to find among concentration camp prisoners? 
4. The soldiers and civilians who workedin the concentration camps were ordinary Germans, not so different 
from you or me. Why do you think they were willing to take part in the torture and extermination of other 
human beings? 
5. If you worked in the State Department and knew that the Holocaust was going on, could you keep silent 
about it? Why or why not? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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··H" ·  ~· ~·· --.-.--~ Richard Seibel (19 minutes) ' 
Colonel Seibel arrived at Mauthausen in Austria shortly after its liberation and was put in charge of the camp 
- the highest-ranking American officer to command a concentration camp. This was one of the most brutal 
camps, and contained inmates from twenty-one different nations who did not get along and sometimes could 
not even talk to one another. The potential for trouble was high, and Col. Seibel remained there for three months 
to maintain order and arrange for the repatriation of the 18,000 survivors. He describes his efforts to bring in 
food and medical supplies and to begin the process ofsending the prisoners home. Colonel Seibel now resides 
in Defiance, Ohio. This narrative is graphic. 
Ask your students if any have visited the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington. 
The voice you hear on the elevator as you begin the tour is from this tape. 
Historical note: 
During most of World War II the existence of the death camps was unknown to almost everyone not 
directly involved- many German civilians did not know. The Allied leadership did know, but it is still unclear 
ifthey understood the full horror as there was nothing else in history to compare it to. Most Germans and others 
in Nazi-occupied Europe knew that Jews were disappearing, but most were not at all clear about what was 
happening to them. Historians are still debating who knew what, and when, and why they did so little if they 
did know. Many who did hear the truth probably could not believe it. To confuse matters further, many people 
after the war- both Allied and Axis - denied knowledge of the Holocaust, for a variety ofreasons. 
When the Allies finally swept over Germany and Poland in the spring of 1945, they discovered dozens 
of huge concentration and death camps (and hundreds of smaller camps). Only then did the full impact of the 
Holocaust strike the people of the Allied nations. There was a massive effort to send in medical and food 
supplies and to help the survivors find their families. The Russians did more than anyone during the war to save 
Jewish victims, but after the war the Americans did the most to give the survivors a new start. Many thousands 
lived for a year or more in DP (displaced persons) camps all over Europe, waiting for a chance to go home (if 
home still existed) or to begin a new life in America, Palestine or elsewhere. 
Among those most affected by the discovery of the camps were, ofcourse, the young soldiers who first 
stumbled on them as the war was ending. Many who are alive today are still psychologically scarred by what 
they saw. 
Questions for discussion: 
1. Why didn't most Americans, even American soldiers, know about the death camps? How much did the 
Allied governments know? Why did they try to conceal the truth from their own people? 
(This is a highly complicated question with many ramifications beyond the Holocaust as such. Some 
information about the camps did leak out, even early in the war. Some of the media did report the story. No 
Allied government openly acknowledged that the Holocaust was going on. Why weren't there more news stories 
about it? Why did people [and governments] ignore the stories that were published? As it now seems clear that 
Roosevelt, Churchill and other leaders did know about the camps, why didn't they do something to put them 
out ofoperation? Here you might discuss "hidden" or unconscious anti-Semitism among the so-called enemies 
ofNazism and racism.) 
2. How would an experience like Richard's change you? 
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3. Cql. Seibel appears to be a kind, decent man. How do you think he might have felt on discovering 
Mauthausen? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty, or angry, or both? 
5. What did the prisoners do that surprised Richard? 
(The prisoners came from 21 different nations, some of which had always hated each other. When 
liberated, many of the prisoners fell to fighting among themselves. Discuss the reasons. Sometimes even a 
horrific experience of being discriminated against does not erase one's own prejudices.) 
6. Why did the doctors advise Richard not to feed the prisoners very much? 
7. Ifyou had been a U.S. government official during the war and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
8. Why is it important to hear about the Holocaust from someone who witnessed it personally? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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Born on a farm in Harlan County, Kentucky, Fred enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1942. He was trained as a 
medical corpsman in England and participated in the Normandy invasion in June 1944. He was with Patton's 
3rd Army as it moved across France and Belgium into Germany in 1944-45. Allied troops were not told of the 
existence of the concentration camps (although their superiors knew), and it was often a traumatic experience 
when young soldiers stumbled into them. As Fred said, even the horrors of the battlefield were not enough to 
prepare someone for his first sight of a death camp. His regiment was the first to enter Dachau and the episode 
affected him for the rest ofhis life (he died in 1999). During his short stay at Dachau, assisting the survivors, 
he drew a remarkable map of the camp, and this map is now part ofour exhibit "Prejudice and Memory" at the 
U.S. Air Force Museum. 
Historical note: 
Dachau, northwest ofMm;iich, was the first camp established by the Nazis (in 1933). It was classified 
as a concentration camp, not a death camp, so in spite of its large size and twelve-year history, the number of 
deaths there was relatively low - 31,591 were registered, but many more died who were not recorded. At first 
it was used for political prisoners and other "undesirables," though eventually most ofthe inmates were Jewish. 
SS training also took place there. The efficient organization system developed by its commander, Theodor 
Eicke, became a model for all other camps. Of the quarter-million inmates who passed through Dachau, the 
majority were not German, the Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) being the largest contingent. Many of the 
prisoners worked as slave labor in airplane and rocket factories. Medical experiments were also conducted at 
Dachau, mainly on "mental defectives." About 67,000 people were still there when the U.S. Third Army 
liberated the camp. Though Dachau was not intended as a death camp, many thousands fell victim to disease, 
starvation and brutal treatment. After the war, some ofthose executed as a result of the Nuremberg trials were 
cremated there. Today it is a memorial and museum maintained by the German government. 
For discussion purposes: 
1. How could someone still be affected psychologically by seeing a concentration camp, fifty years after the 
event? 
2. How would an experience like Fred's change you? 
3. Fred was a soldier who had seen some hard fighting as the Allies advanced across Germany. Why should 
he have been shocked when he saw Dachau? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty or angry, or both? 
5. If you had been a U.S. government official during the war, and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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<"'iH~ ~ H-~ Donald Key (21 minutes) .• """"""'""ilP""""~.. ~"""' 
Donald was born in Union City, Ohio but grew up and now lives in Union City, Indiana - the town is split by 
the state line. On graduating from high school in 1942, he got married and was soon drafted. Serving as a 
courier with the Third Army, he participated in the D-Day invasion and was present when the first American 
troops crossed the Rhine at Remagen in 1945. Although he carried thousands ofmessages and was always near 
the front lines, he says he had never heard about the concentration camps until his regiment liberated 
Buchenwald in April 1945. The experience left him with a lifelong interest in Judaic culture, and his family has 
many connections with the local Jewish community. 
Historical note: 
Buchenwald is located near one ofGermany's great cultural centers, Weimar. Out of250,000 inmates, 
about 65,000 died at Buchenwald during the war. Like Dachau, it was originally intended for political prisoners, 
Jehovah's Witnesses, homosexuals and other "undesirables." It was established in July 1937 and was the scene 
ofmedical experiments ( on children and adults) carried out under the aegis ofthe once-respectable Institute for 
Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics. The inmates were used for forced labor in armaments factories, 
and after the war Buchenwald was a displaced-persons camp and then a prison for Nazi war criminals. The 
noted Holocaust activist and Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel was an inmate there. During the war many prisoners 
from other countries were sent there, and at the time ofliberation only 5% ofthe 21,000 inmates were German. 
Many had been evacuated from Auschwitz and other camps liberated by the Russians. Buchenwald became a 
national memorial in 1958. 
Questions for discussion 
1. How would an experience like Donald's change you? 
2. Put yourself in the place of a young a soldier, 18 or 19 years old, coming into a concentration camp at the 
end of the war. How would it make you feel about the Germans? 
3. Why do you suppose Donald became so interested in Jewish life and culture? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty or angry, or both? 
5. Ifyou had been a U.S. government official during the war and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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-""l•~it""·,..~•~'""·..,,..,.....H,-·-•~•- Delbert Cooper (30 minut~s) 
I 
Del Cooper was born in Dayton and graduated from Fairmont High School in 1941. As a soldier with the 71 st 
Infantry Division in 1945, he was among the first Americans to enter and liberate Gunzkirchen, a satellite ofthe 
notorious Mauthausen concentration camp. Today, his most vivid memory ofthat harrowing experience is the 
sickening smell of dead bodies - "the odor of evil," he calls it. After seeing the camp, the next day he wrote a 
detailed account to his wife Joan and this letter is now part of our exhibit. He also took part in the capture of 
some German soldiers and an SS officer. After the war he worked until 1972 at the Defense Electronic Supply 
Center in Kettering and now lives in Beavercreek. He and Joan have one daughter. 
Historical note: 
Mauthausen was established not far from Hitler's birthplace in Austria, just after Germany annexed that 
nation in 1938. The first inmates were transferred from Dachau to work in a large stone quarry nearby, the 
"Wiener Graben." Eventually, it had 49 satellite camps throughout Austria, with 195,000 prisoners. Himmler 
took particular interest in Mauthausen as a model for slave labor- conditions in the quarry were extremely harsh, 
and prisoners could be worked to death more cheaply than by gas chamber or firing squad. This Vernichtung 
durch Arbeit, "annihilation through work," was official policy. Accordingly they were given few tools and 
insufficient food and clothing. Mauthausen was notorious as one of the most deliberately brutal of all camps. 
Gunzkirchen, where Del Cooper got his first look at Nazi atrocities, was nearby and provided workers for the 
quarry at Mauthausen. 
Discussion questions 
1. How would an experience like Del's change you? 
2. Del helped capture one of the Nazi officers who ran the camp. What would you do in that situation? 
3. Ifyou had been a U.S. government official during the war and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty or angry, or both? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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Major Vacca was a fighter pilot whose squadron was stationed at a captured base in Weimar just before the end 
of the war. He was one of the first Americans to see Buchenwald when it was liberated, and he witnessed a 
famous event: hundreds of civilians from Weimar were rounded up and brought to see the death camp. Born 
in Youngstown, Ohio, Gabe joined the army in 1941 and worked as an aircraft mechanic. He then went to flight 
school and was trained as a fighter pilot, sent to England, and then to France after the ormandy invasion. His 
406th Fighter Group provided air support for the 3rd Army. After the war he visited Israel six times, and 
developed a strong interest in Jewish history and culture. He died in 1999, but his wife still lives in Riverside. 
Historical notes: 
Weimar was the center of the German Enlightenment, the home of Goethe and other notable writers, 
artists and philosophers. At the end of World War I it was chosen as the site of a conference to write a new 
democratic constitution for defeated Germany, and the resulting government (1919-1933) was known as the 
"Weimar republic." During the war, Weimar was considerably damaged but has been restored. Buchenwald 
was located not far from the town on a hill called the Ettersburg. 
Questions for classroom discussion 
l. How would an experience like Gabe's change you? 
2. Why did the Americans force civilians to come and look at the camp? Would you have done the same? 
3. Ifyou had been a U.S. government official during the war and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty or angry, or both? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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.....-~,, ......, ii:- -- Bernard Mellman (22 minute )1 
Bernie Mellman served with the U.S. Army in Europe in 1945 and 1946. In April 1945 his battalion, 
the 542nd Field Artillery, assisted in the liberation of the concentration camp at Dachau. He was twenty years 
old and Jewish, and yet like most American soldiers he had no idea that the death camps existed. It was, he 
remembers, "a soul-wrenching experience for me. . . . I can still see ... starved, emaciated inmates. . . . I 
remember seeing those ovens and smelling the stench ofdead bodies." A few days later Bernie took part in the 
capture of nearby Munich. He and his wife Beverly lived in Dayton until recently moving to Florida. 
Hi torical note: 
During most of World War II the existence of the death camps was unknown to almost everyone not 
directly involved - even German civilians did not know. The Allied leadership did know, but it is still unclear 
if they understood the full horror - there was nothing else in history to compare it to. Most Germans and others 
in azi-occupied Europe knew that Jews were disappearing, but most were not at all clear about what was 
happening to them. Historians are still debating who knew what and when, and why they did so little if they did 
know. Many who did hear the truth probably could not believe it. To confuse matters further, many people after 
the war - both Allied and Axis - denied knowledge of the Holocaust, for a variety of reasons. 
When the Allies finally swept over Germany and Poland in the spring of 1945, they discovered dozens 
of huge concentration and death camps (and hundreds of smaller camps). Only then did the full meaning of the 
Holocaust strike the people of the Allied nations. There was a massive effort to send in medical and food 
supplies and to help survivors find their families . The Russians did more than anyone during the war to save 
Jewish victims, but after the war the Americans did the most to give the survivors a new start. Many thousands 
lived for a year or more in DP (displaced persons) camps all over Europe, waiting for a chance to go home (if 
home still existed) or to begin a new life in America, Palestine or elsewhere. 
Among those most affected by the discovery of the camps were, of course, the young soldiers who first 
stumbled on them as the war was ending. Many who are alive today are still psychologically scarred by what 
they saw. 
Di cussion questions: 
1. How would an experience like Bernie's change you? 
2. Unlike most other soldiers who stumbled into concentration camps, Bernie was Jewish. How do you think 
this made his experience different from that of a non-Jewish soldier? 
3. If you had been a U.S. government official during the war and had known about the camps, would you have 
made the information public? Why or why not? 
4. In your own life, have you had the experience of discovering something painful and shocking? Was it 
something you might have prevented, had you known about it? Did you feel guilty or angry, or both? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/uspolicy.htm 
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Part 111: Rescuers and the Next Generation 
...,""""L--.-.~--«ff~· -~~..., - Johanna Van Schagen (28 minutes) 1
Johanna was a young Dutch housewife when the Germans invaded the Netherlands. The Dutch underground 
worked to find hiding places for Jews, and at different times during the war the Van Schagens took in four 
Jewish women. Once they narrowly escaped discovery by the Gestapo. Johanna is a self-effacing, gentle 
woman who tells a fascinating story of courage and danger. She has been designated by the State of Israel as 
one of the "Righteous among the Nations," an honor bestowed on non-Jews who saved Jewish lives during the 
Nazi era. 
Johanna was born in Holland in 1915. She married Cornelis Van Schagen in 193 7 and gave birth to their 
first child, Johnny, in September of 1938. When the Netherlands was occupied in 1940, its Jews faced the same 
fate as those in Germany and other occupied countries. Because ofAnna's conscience and through connections 
wjth the underground, the Van Schagens agreed to shelter Jewish refugees. The first, a woman named Susan, 
ultimately chose to leave in an attempt to join her husband in England. Though the Van Schagens successfully 
hid her and protected her even through a serious illness, they learned later that she did not survive. Immediately 
after Susan left, another woman named Meta arrived. It was during her time with the family that Johanna gave 
birth to her second child Nell. Meta later moved to another house to help out because the wife was ill. Meta 
survived the war. 
Two more women, a niece and her aunt, came next. They were sheltered by the Van Schagens until the end 
of the war. They too, survived. In all, the Van Schagens sheltered four total strangers during the years of 1942 
to 1944. Anna and Cornelis had three more children and emigrated to America, settling first in Dayton and then 
Vandalia. Anna owned and operated a day care center which still bears her name. Comelis died in 1977. 
Historical note: 
The Netherlands, or Holland, is a small country on the North Sea just west of Germany. It was once a 
world economic power, but for the last two hundred years has been peaceful, liberal and non-aggressive. 
Because Holland has always been very democratic and tolerant, it had a large Jewish population before the war, 
many of them "Sephardic" (that is, with Spanish, Middle Eastern or North African ethnic origins. Most 
European Jews are "Ashkenazic," that is, of white European background). 
Trying out their new strategy ofBlitzkrieg, or "lightning war," the Germans invaded the Netherlands on 
May 10, 1940 and quickly occupied the entire kingdom. The government fled to London, leaving the Dutch 
people to deal directly with the Nazis. Dutch farm products were confiscated for German troops and thousands 
ofDutch workers were deported to be used as slave labor farther east. Ninety percent of the Jewish population 
was annihilated in the next five years. However, an underground resistance movement was active throughout 
the war, and one ofits main goals was to rescue Jews whenever possible. Some were hidden with families like 
the Van Schagens and others were smuggled out of the country, usually to England. Anyone caught aiding 
Jewish refugees was likely to be executed on the spot. Everyone in Holland suffered greatly from food and fuel 
shortages, but some shared what they had with victims of Nazi hatred. The worst period was the winter of 
1944-45 when the Allies were fighting the Germans within the country. 
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Questions for discussion: 
1. Albert Einstein said that the world is too dangerous to live in - not because of the people who do evil, but 
because of the people who sit back and let it happen. Why did some people let evil happen, while others like 
Johanna stood up against it, even at great risk to themselves and their loved ones? 
2. Why did some people in the Nazi-occupied countries help fugitive Jews, while very few people in Germany 
did the same? 
3. Do you consider Johanna a heroine? Why? 
4. What were some of the hardships the Dutch people had to face during the occupation? 
(Shortages ofall consumer goods and services; greatly restricted freedom to move around, speak out or 
participate in politics; lack of information about the war or any other news; the need to find new and creative 
ways to take care of one's family, etc.) 
5. What effects did Johanna's actions have on her children? Are there circumstances where it is okay to teach 
your children to lie? 
6. Discuss: you know that authority has become too powerful when it interferes with the family: encouraging 
children to 'tell on' their parents, telling parents how to raise their children. 
7. How would an experience like Johanna's change you? Or would it? 
8. Why is it important to hear the story of the Holocaust from someone with direct experience of it? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/resistance.htm 
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The Holocaust affected the lives not only ofthose directly involved, but also oftheir children and grandchildren. 
Marlene, a young attorney and native of Dayton, tells what it was like to grow up with parents who were 
survivors ofAuschwitz and without any ofthe other relatives most children take for granted. She also describes 
an emotional visit with her parents to their native Poland, including Auschwitz. 
Historical note: 
For centuries Poland was a major European power, but in the late eighteenth century it was partitioned 
among Russia Austria and Prussia (later Germany). The Polish people were strongly nationalist and fought for 
their freedom, but did not achieve it until 1919. The Versailles treaty created an independent Poland, but also 
gave it a section ofGermany's coastline so it would have an outlet to the Baltic Sea. This was called the "Polish 
Corridor" and, as it was inhabited mostly by Germans, it was a source of anger in Germany between the world 
wars. Hitler made it his first military objective to recapture the lost territory. In August 1939 he made a non­
aggression pact with the Soviets, agreeing that they could take the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) if 
they allowed Germany to take much of Poland. As a result the Soviets looked the other way when the azis 
overran Poland and began sending its large Jewish minority to concentration camps. In the meantime, the 
British had promised Poland support if it were attacked; when the invasion came on September 1, 1939, Britain 
declared war. Within a month most of Poland was under German occupation. 
A vast number ofPoles, many ofthem not Jewish, went to azi concentration camps. An estimated six 
million Poles (Jewish and non-Jewish) died, and millions more fled or were forcibly removed to create 
Lebensraum ("living space") for the Germans. About 2.5 million Poles were transported to Germany or other 
azi-occupied areas to be used as slave labor. Poland today has still not recovered from azi occupation, and 
the Polish government (both the former Communists and the current pro-Western regimes) have purposely kept 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. In 1939 and 1940 most Jews were rounded up and forced into ghettos, 
particularly in Warsaw, Lodz and Vilnius. By 1943 most of these had gone to the death camps as the ghettos 
were "liquidated" one by one. Throughout the war a Polish government-in-exile functioned in London and an 
active resistance and partisan movement greatly aided the Allied cause within occupied Poland. More than a 
hundred thousand Poles fought in Allied armies. After the German attack on the U.S .S.R. in June 1941, the 
Soviets occupied parts ofPoland and rescued many Jews and other victims ofthe azis. Hundreds ofthousands 
were transported deep into Russia for safety, but many of these were also conscripted into Russian labor 
battalions. At the end of the war the Russians liberated Poland and installed a Communist government there. 
In recent years a great deal has been written about the impact of the Holocaust on the second and third 
generations, the children and grandchildren of survivors. Many if not most of the survivors were unable for 
decades to talk about their experiences, and some never have. Their children grew up knowing that something 
terrible had happened to their parents, but often they did not know what. They also grew up without 
grandparents, uncles and aunts, or cousins. They knew that their roots were not in America ( or Israel, or 
Argentina, or wherever else they were born). They would have learned little more in school, because the 
Holocaust was rarely taught anywhere before the 1970s. But even without this conscious knowledge, their lives 
and psyches were affected in many unconscious ways. Parents who have been deeply traumatized sometimes 
tend to produce traumatized children too, even if they are not aware of it. Subtle behaviors and attitudes are 
passed on. 
Topics for discussion: 
1. What was it like to be a Jew in Poland before World War II? 
(Several million Jews lived in Poland; they had the most active and vital Jewish community in the world 
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and were an important factor in the country's life and economy. In general they were tolerated but in the azi 
era an ugly native anti-Semitism appeared - not only Germans, but Catholic Poles also victimized Jews. Most 
Polish Jews were small businesspeople and a few were farmers; not so many were urban professionals. Many 
thousands ofthem were quite poor. They were generally more religious and conservative than their German kin 
and not quite so well assimilated.) 
2. Why was this trip to Poland so important to Marlene? 
(Discuss the need to discover one's own past.) 
3. How would you deal with being the child of Holocaust survivors? 
4. What happened to Marlene as a result of her trip? 
(She came to understand her parents better and also learned about her own attitudes - the sense ofhaving 
no relatives; of anger against the Poles as well as the Germans; also about her own obligations as the child of 
survivors to help perpetuate the memory of the Holocaust.) 
5. Discuss this statement: Poland itself was a major casualty of World War II, and the fate of the Polish Jews 
was a significant part of that larger tragedy. 
(Discuss the 1939 Hitler-Stalin Pact and Poland's long history as a pawn in the great-power struggles 
of Europe. How does Poland today deal with that past?) 
6. How did the azis decide whom to arrest and send to camps, whom to kill outright, and whom to leave free? 
(Those who could contribute to the economy were left free, and some were used as slave labor. The very 
old and very young, the sick or weak, and political prisoners would go to concentration camps and probably not 
survive long. They were put to work until they died, or were killed when no longer useful. Discuss why both 
Marlene's parents survived Auschwitz and other camps, while several million others did not.) 
7. Is Marlene's anger against today's Polish people justified? 
(Discuss the responsibility of today's Europeans for what their grandparents did or didn't do.) 
8. Why is it important that our leaders be accountable to us? 
(Secrecy and lack of accountability promote tyranny; people become apathetic ifleaders don't respond 
to their demands; and absolute power always corrupts.) 
9 . Why is it important to be aware of our rights? 
("eternal vigilance is the price offreedom" - but vigilance against whom, or what? Can the enemy within 
sometimes be more dangerous than the enemy outside our borders? Ifwe are not aware ofour own and others' 
rights, is there a danger of stereotyping - that is, believing that a certain 'other' group does not have the rights 
I have?) 
l 0. Could something like the Holocaust happen again? 
(What happens when we see evil but do nothing to oppose it? Where else has this happened in the past 
century - Cambodia, Armenia, Kurdistan, Bosnia, and other places? What about our own prejudices against 
blacks and native people, homosexuals, foreigners, and others whom we stereotype and blame as a group for 
society's ills?) 
11. Why is it useful to hear views about the Holocaust from someone directly connected with or affected by it? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/legacy.htm 
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-i;f-1-'-+~--.iKi-....,w.~- Judith Koch (15 minutes) 
Young Germans born after the war grew up hearing conflicting stories about the "truth" of the Holocaust, as 
Germany struggles to make peace with its own past. Judith, a seventeen-year-old exchange student in Dayton, 
tells about her small village - Jews lived there before the war, but none do now. She explains how the 
Holocaust affects her generation and describes how teenagers and children deal with the knowledge ofwhat their 
compatriots - and family members - did in the az1 era. 
Historical note: 
For many years after the end of World War II, the German people tried to forget the terrors of azi rule 
and the Holocaust, as well as the horrors they themselves had to suffer. Denying that the Holocaust happened 
is quite rare in modem Germany, but it is very common to hear people say, "My family didn't know about it, 
wasn't involved, didn't have anything to do with it." In fact, of course, a project as enormous as the slaughter 
of six million Jews and five million others could never have been carried out without the active cooperation of 
many thousands ofordinary Germans - and most of those who didn't take part must have looked the other way. 
Since the 1970s, however, the German government has encouraged study and discussion ofthe Holocaust in the 
schools. Judith• s generation knows a lot about the Holocaust, and teenagers today know even more. Many older 
Germans are still very sensitive on the subject and will not discuss it. This has led to generational tensions in 
politics, schools, churches and families. 
Questions for classroom discussion: 
I. Two generations have now grown up in Germany since the war. How much do they know about the 
Holocaust, and - more to the point - how much are they willing to talk about it? What reasons could you guess 
for either willingness or lack ofwillingness to discuss this painful subject? 
2. How do you think Judith feels about the Holocaust and about Jews? How strong are her feelings? Watch 
her closely; do you think she is being completely honest about her feelings? 
3. Referring to the Jews ofwartime Germany, Judith says, "I can't believe my grandma when she says they all 
went to America." Why would her grandmother say this, and why can't Judith believe her? How do you 
suppose she feels about not being able to believe her grandmother? 
(She has studied the Holocaust in school; she knows enough to know what really happened) 
4. Today, Judith is a university professor in Berlin. Do you suppose that learning about the Holocaust had any 
influence on her career choice? 
5. How did the Holocaust influence today's German culture? 
(You might discuss German politics: the Greens, socialists and other liberal parties that vocally oppose 
racism and link it with war, aggression and/or economic inequality; attitudes toward NATO and the large-scale 
presence of the American military; problems that have followed the reunification of the two Germanys; 
prejudice against foreign workers, especially Turks; and the rise ofneo- azism. On another note, discuss what 
happens in a society where different generations have vastly different experiences, attitudes and 'selective 
memories' about the past.) 
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6. Do the younger Germans of today - anyone born after 1945 - have any responsibility for the Holocaust and 
its legacy? 
(Do you try to put the past behind you and let the wounds heal, or do you keep the memories alive so 
that people will remember and not let it happen again? Students can list pros and cons of both views.) 
7. What evidence of stereotyping can you find in Judith's remarks? 
(Jews were wealthy and smart; contrast with today's Turkish workers) 
8. Have you ever seen or experienced scapegoating? 
9. Could something like the Holocaust happen again? Where, and under what circumstances? What would you 
do to prevent it? 
10. Why is it important to hear about the Holocaust from a young German? 
On the DHRC web site: dhrc.tripod.com/faces/legacy.htm 
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Anstellung means "assembly place" in German. It was the usual name for the open area in a concentration 
camp where prisoners were assembled each day for roll call and sometimes to witness a beating or execution. 
Arbeit Macht Frei means ''work will make [you] free" - a cynical slogan that was placed above the entrance 
gates to several of the camps. 
azi ideology used the term Aryan to mean the "pure white northern European race," ideally blond and blue­
eyed, the most superior humans. It was a central goal ofNazism to ensure that Aryan blood was not mixed with 
that of"inferior" people, most especially the Jews. Properly, the word "Aryan" refers to an ancient warlike tribe 
that swept over prehistoric Europe (and Persia and India) and conquered the native "old Europeans." They 
imposed their language on the peoples they conquered, and it evolved into the modem European languages -
English, German, Greek, Latin, Russian and many others. Hitler's mistake was to assume that people who speak 
Aryan languages must be of "Aryan blood." 
The Avenue of the Righteous among the Nations in Jerusalem recognizes people like Johanna Van Schagen. 
Trees, symbolic of the renewal oflife, have been planted in and around the Yad Vashem site in honor of those 
non-Jews who acted according to the most noble principles of humanity by risking their lives to save Jews 
during the Holocaust. Plaques adjacent to each tree record the names of those being honored along with their 
country ofresidence during the war. More plaques appear on walls of honor in the newly dedicated Garden of 
the Righteous Among the Nations. 
Auschwitz, with its sister camp Birkenau, was the largest of all the death camps. Located in southern Poland 
not far from the Czech border, it housed several million prisoners between its founding in June 1940 and its 
liberation in April 1945. The gas chambers were built in 1942 and operated almost constantly for three years. 
It was not a single camp but a huge complex ofconcentration, extermination and labor camps. Auschwitz had 
three main sections: Auschwitz I, the original concentration camp; Auschwitz II or Birkenau, the extermination 
center; and Auschwitz ill or Monowitz, mainly a labor camp for an I. G. Farben factory. Hundreds of thousands 
died in its gas chambers, and the total death count is at least 1.6 million and perhaps as much as 3 million. It 
was also notorious for Joseph Mengele's medical experiments and other research with chemical weapons. 
Factories operating with slave labor surrounded the camps. 
The Balkans is a somewhat vague term referring to southeastern Europe, including the former Yugoslavia 
(Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia), Bulgaria, Ru.mania, and sometimes Hungary. 
Most of the Balkan countries were occupied by the Nazis and were used as a source of slave labor for the 
German war effort. 
Bergen-Belsen, another major death camp, is south ofHamburg. About 50,000 Jews were exterminated there. 
Berlin was the old capital ofPrussia, and after 1871, of united Germany. During the Nazi era it was home to 
thousands ofhigh-ranking military and civil officials, the headquarters of the SS and SA, and for a time the real 
nerve center of Europe. Berlin suffered hundreds of Allied bombing raids between 1940 and 1945 - some 
76,000 tons of explosives, five times the power of the first atom bomb. Berlin was largely rubble when the 
Soviet army marched in on May 1, 1945. 
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Blitzkrieg, or "lightning war," was the German tactic (unheard of before 1940) of lightning-quick attacks by 
land, sea and air against an enemy. As few nations were prepared for such an onslaught, it was highly effective 
in the first year of the war. 
The Sturmabteilung, SA, or "storm troopers," were known as Brown Shirts in the early days of the azi Party, 
and they retained that nickname after Hitler came to power. They were technically police, but actually were 
fanatically loyal terrorist squads used to destroy enemies ofthe party. After some oftheir leaders were executed 
in 1934, they became less important, though still feared. 
Buchenwald was established in 1938, just before Kristallnacht. It became the largest death camp in Germany 
and is sti 11 maintained as a memorial by the German government. It is located in upper Saxony, not far from 
uremberg. Between 60,000 and 65,000 died there. 
A bunker is an underground shelter or command post, mentioned by several of the survivors and liberators. 
It might be anything from a simple hole in the ground to an elaborate nerve center, like Hitler's bunker in Berlin. 
Caserne is a French word for prison, used throughout Europe. 
A chancellor is a prime minister; the term is used in Germany, Austria and a few other countries. The 
chancellor is the real head ofgovernment, as opposed to the president, a ceremonial post in Germany. The head 
of the party with a majority in the Reichstag would normally be chancellor. This is how Hitler came to power -
legally and democratically - in 1933. His title in German was Reichskanzler. 
In Europe, then and now, circumcision (the ritual removal ofthe foreskin of the penis) was not common except 
among Jewish men. The azis forbade Aryans to circumcise their sons. This was often how the azis could 
identify a man as Jewish. 
A collective farm (kolkhoz, KOilX03) was a large, state-owned farm in the Soviet Union. Many Jewish 
refugees who fled into Russia were put to work on collective farms. 
The confiscation laws, passed between 1938 and 1939, required Jews to hand over money, property, business, 
jewelry, other valuable items and even pets. They were enacted after Kristallnacht. 
A crematorium (plural "crematoria) is an oven used to burn dead bodies. All the death camps had them, as did 
some concentration camps. 
Crystal ight: see Kristallnacht. 
Dachau, located in a suburb of Munich, was the first concentration camp established by Hitler (in 1933). It 
became one of the largest and most notorious, though it was never technically a death camp. During its twelve 
years of operation it housed some 206,000 prisoners, at least 35,000 of whom died. 
A death camp was a facility set up specifically to exterminate prisoners in an organized way - Auschwitz, 
Treblinka and a few others. The vast majority of camps were classified as concentration camps - Dachau, 
Mauthausen, etc. - meaning that prisoners were sent there for detention or work, not to be killed. In practice, 
of course, all camps were "death camps" for those who perished there. 
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As the war ended and the Germans knew they had lost, death marches were a last desperate attempt to prevent 
Jews and other prisoners from being liberated. Inmates were marched out ofconcentration and death camps that 
were about to be captured, and often forced to walk great distances across dangerous territory with little food 
or water, deeper into German-held territory. Those unable to continue were often shot on the spot. Some ofthe 
soldiers who discovered the death camps also stumbled onto victims ofdeath marches still straggling across the 
countryside. 
The discriminatory laws, also called Nuremberg Laws, were promulgated over several years in the 1930s. 
They gradually deprived German Jews of most of their civil and human rights. They were an excuse for the 
harassment and eventual extermination of Jews. 
DP or "displaced persons" camps were set up all over Europe by the Allies at the end of World War II, to talce 
care of hundreds of thousands ofrefugees (Jews and non-Jews alike) who lost their homes during the conflict. 
Many Holocaust survivors spent weeks, months or even a year in DP camps before moving on to America or 
Palestine, or elsewhere. 
Many who lived through the war in Europe remember ersatz coffee, made from grains, chicory or other 
substitutes because the real thing could not be had. Ersatz is German for "falce." 
The Final Solution, or the final extermination of the Jews, was discussed even before the war among Nazi 
leaders and became official policy at the Wannsee Conference in January 1942. Of course, many Jews had 
already been killed, but now the destruction became large-scale and systematic. The gas chambers were built 
and used after that date. 
The French Resistance, "Maquis," or "Underground," better known but actually less effective than similar 
movements in Poland and Czechoslovakia, was directed from London by the Free French government in exile. 
Most Maquisards had little military training and could not offer much support to the Allies. However, many 
of them did help fugitive Jews - in some cases the entire Jewish population of towns or villages was saved. 
Often Jewish children were passed off as Catholic members of French families, and some did not rediscover 
their Jewish origins until decades later. 
Fuhrer or Fuehrer is German for "leader." The word has many uses that have nothing to do with Nazis; but 
today the word it is avoided in Germany when possible because of the bad connotations. Hitler was called by 
this title throughout his career as head of the Nazi Party. 
A Gauleiter was a "district leader" in the Nazi Party; he often commanded large regions and was very powerful, 
and much feared by people in occupied nations. 
Genocide is the deliberate destruction of an entire people or ethnic group. 
The Gestapo, short for Geheime Statspolizei or "homeland police," was Hitler's secret civilian police force. 
It was used to discover and stamp out political opposition. The Gestapo were instrumental in the roundup and 
extermination of the Jews and in running the concentration camps. 
A ghetto is a neighborhood where a particular ethnic or religious group is forced to live. It is from the Italian 
borghetto, "little city," and has been a commonly used word since the Middle Ages. It has connotations ofbeing 
poor, overcrowded and dirty, though often that was not true - some Jewish ghettos (though always crowded) 
contained wealthy households, shops and businesses, and were not at all dirty or dangerous. During the war the 
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Nazis built walls and fences around ghettos (especially in Poland and Lithuania) and used them as "holding 
pens" for Jews on their way to concentration camps. 
Gleiwitz was a small concentration camp in Poland. 
Josef Gobbets or Goebbels (1897-1945) was Hitler's chief propaganda minister and one of his closest 
associates. He was the military commander ofBerlin during the Allied bombings and was designated by Hitler 
to be chancellor of Germany after Hitler's suicide. But he refused the "honor" and also committed suicide a 
week before the German surrender. 
Hermann Goring or Goering ( 1893-1946) was president of the Reichstag in the 1930s and during the war was 
commander of the Luftwaffe (air force) . He organized Hitler's wartime economic system and used his power 
to exploit and plunder the occupied countries. He was captured and tried by the Allies for war crimes but he 
committed suicide in his cell at Nuremburg before he could be executed. 
Hershel Grynszpan (pronounced "greenspan") was the young Jewish student who killed a German diplomat 
in Paris in November 1938, after his parents were deported to a concentration camp. The assassination provided 
the Nazis an excuse for launching the Kristallnacht atrocities. 
The Nazi salute "Heil Hitler!" was the usual greeting in Germany during the Third Reich, and failure to use or 
respond to it would often lead to arrest. Today the opposite is true: one can be arrested for saying it! 
Heinrich Himmler (1900-1945) was Hitler's right-hand man, head of the SS and one of the most cruel and 
feared Nazi leaders. Along with Heydrich, he was responsible for the implementation of the "Final Solution." 
When captured by the British, he committed suicide. 
Paul von Hindenburg (184 7-1934), field marshal and Germany's greatest military hero ofWorld War I, served 
as president under the Weimar government from 1925 to 1933. He hated the Nazis, but when they won a 
majority in the Reichstag in 1933, he was forced to appoint Hitler as chancellor. When he died, Hitler also made 
himself president of Germany. 
The Hitler-Stalin Pact (August 1939), also known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact after the two foreign 
ministers who signed it, was a secret agreement between two sworn enemies - Germany and the Soviet Union. 
Hitler wanted Poland, while Stalin wanted the Baltic states and Finland; they agreed not to interfere with one 
another when those nations were invaded. The pact made possible the attack on Poland on September 1, 1939, 
which is considered the first act ofWorld War II. In 1941 Hitler broke the agreement by attacking the U.S.S.R., 
bringing them into the war on the Allies' side. 
The word Holocaust is from the Greek, meaning "entirely burned up." The equivalent Hebrew term is 
"Shoah." Though applied to other historical events, it has come primarily to mean the attempted destruction 
of European Jewry during the Nazi era. It also includes the extermination of the Gypsies, the handicapped, 
homosexuals, Jehovah's Witnesses, and other groups targeted for similar reasons. 
An icon is a religious image, usually painted on wood, venerated by Russian and Greek Orthodox Christians. 
The German word Judenrein means "Jew-clean" or "free of Jews," and was a principal goal of Nazi policy. 
Judenfrei or "Jew-free" was also used. 
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The kaddish is the Hebrew prayer for the dead. 
Kapo is a slang term for concentration camp prisoners who tried to save their own lives by betraying their fellow 
prisoners - they served as guards, informers or supervisors, and received extra privileges such as food or better 
sleeping quarters. Those who were still alive at liberation were often murdered by other prisoners. The 
derivation is uncertain but might be related to "captain," or "Kapitan" in German; or perhaps Italian "capo," 
meaning "boss." 
A kibbutz is a collective farm in Israel. These were established long before the azi era, and some of the Jews 
who escaped Germany early on went to kibbutzim. Property is owned by the community and all members work 
for the common welfare. 
Kristallnacht - the night of ovember 9/10, 1938 - was the real turning point in the history of the Holocaust. 
Persecution of Jews had been indirect and mostly nonviolent until then. But early in ovember, a Jewish 
student assassinated a azi diplomat in Paris. This event was the excuse for turning loose the azi SS and their 
sympathizers on the Jews of Germany. That night, all over the country, houses and shops were looted and 
synagogues were burned. Thousands were arrested and sent to camps during those two days. The window glass 
that littered the streets in Jewish neighborhoods gave rise to the expression" ight of Broken Glass ." After 
Kristailnacht many Jews realized that the government was out to destroy them, and thousands fled the country. 
Many others were unable to escape before the war broke out ten months later. About 150,000 of Germany's 
500,000 Jews managed to escape. 
Kuybyshev is a city in southeastern Russia to which many Jewish refugees fled as the Germans invaded eastern 
Europe. 
A labor army or labor battalion was a large group of civilian workers, drafted by military command to build 
roads or fortifications or do other heavy work needed by the armed forces . Several European nations on both 
sides used labor armies, but most were in the Soviet Union. Many Holocaust survivors owe their lives to the 
labor battalions, although the work was hard and conditions often very harsh. 
The Lodz Ghetto was one of the largest Jewish neighborhoods in eastern Europe (205,000 Jewish inhabitants 
before the war). Lodz is in northwestern Poland, and at times has been under Russian or Lithuanian control; 
the ethnic mix is very diverse. The German occupation forces established the ghetto as a vast prison in 1940, 
herding into it thousands of Jews from all over northern Poland - and later, from western Europe. During the 
war years it was a source of slave labor. An unrecorded number ofJews were killed there or died ofdisease or 
starvation, while most of the remainder were exterminated at Chelmno. The name is pronounced "ludge." 
Lublin is a city in eastern Poland that had a large population of Jews. 
Luftwaffe is the German term for "air force." 
Mautbausen is in Austria, near Linz on the Danube. Life there was particularly hard because inmates were 
forced to work under terrible conditions in a stone quarry. The death rate was very high, and Mauthausen was 
one ofthe last camps liberated, on May 5, 1945. About 120,000 died there. It was also one ofthe starting points 
for the "death marches," the forced treks that occurred at the end of the war when the azis tried to move 
prisoners away from the Allied advance. 
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Min k is the capital ofBelarus, before 1991 called the Belorussian S. .R., part of the Soviet Union. Before the 
war it was a center of Jewish culture. 
Germany invaded the etherland in the spring of 1940, part of the larger Blitzkrieg that overran western 
Europe that year. The Dutch government surrendered quickly to avoid reprisals and destruction, and the Queen 
fled to London. Dunng nearly five years ofoccupation, the Dutch people suffered many hardships but most did 
not collaborate, and many \vorked actively against the azis through the Underground. The etherlands was 
liberated in the fall of 1944. About 106,000 Dutch Jews, or three-quarters of the Jewish population, died in the 
Holocaust. 
ordhau en , one of the larger concentration camps, was located in Thuringia southwest of Berlin. 
Occupation means the control of a country or region by a conquering enemy; it usually means military or 
martial la\i 1s in force and people are treated harshly. 
Orthodo Jew are those (a small minority in the Umted tates) who stnctly observe the dietary and sabbath 
laws. In Europe they could often be easily identified by their clothing. ot as many German Jews were 
Orthodox, but a high percentage in Poland and eastern Europe were. 
Parti an are resisters or freedom fighters who operate behind enemy lines in occupied territories. ometimes 
synonymous with "underground" or "resistance." 
Pa over or Pe ach is a major eight-day Je\vish holiday usually occurring near the time of Easter. It 
commemorates the exodus of the Jews to Israel from slavery in ancient Egypt and so holds a special meaning 
for those who survived the Holocaust. 
A pogrom is a riot or organized attack against Jews, often resulting in destruction of property, looting and 
raping, expulsions, and even death for the victims. It is a Russian word and is used commonly in eastern 
Europe. (Pronounced "puh-GROM") 
The Poli h nderground, also known as the "Home Army," operated throughout the war under the direction 
of the exiled government in London. The espionage network was highly efficient and supplied much valuable 
information to the Allies. The underground also aided Jewish refugees and supplied some weapons for the 
W arsa\i Ghetto uprising. 
Many Holocaust victims were political pri oner sent to camps because oftheir ideological views; many were 
communists, socialists or anarchists, and many of them went to the camps even before the large-scale 
persecution of the Jews. Of course, some of them 1vere Je\i s. As time went on, the label was applied to 
virtually anyone who opposed the regime, including Catholic priests and Protestant ministers. 
Race defilement was a charge often brought against Jews who married, had children with, or even just dated 
non-Jews. Ra en chande in German. The azis did not want "Aryan" blood "polluted" with Jewish blood. 
Re i ioni mis usually a respectable intellectual attitude among historians - the "revision" of previously held 
theories in light ofnew information. However, in Holocaust studies it specifically refers to those who deny that 
the Holocaust ever happened, or that it is greatly exaggerated. Some revisionists are promoting a racist agenda; 
others are looking for financial or professional gain. Revisionists are also called "deniers." 
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Righteous Gentiles are non-Jews who have been honored by the Israeli government for helping to save Jews 
during the Holocaust. A better translation of the Hebrew tennis "Righteous Among the ations." In this book 
we prefer the term "rescuers" because it is broader, and includes people who have not been officially recognized. 
Romania was a monarchy until the end ofWorld War II, a relatively new country created in the late nineteenth 
century out of provinces conquered from the Ottoman Empire. But the Romanians are an ancient people, 
descendants of the Roman inhabitants of the province ofDacia. The Jewish population of this region has been 
large since at least the Dark Ages. Romania also has the world's largest Gypsy population, even though a 
quarter million of these semi- nomadic people also died in the Holocaust. 
The SA or Sturmabteilung, "storm troopers," were also known as Brown Shirts - see above. 
Sabbath (or more correctly, shabbat) is the weekly Jewish day of rest, beginning at sundown Friday and 
continuing until after dark on Saturday. Orthodox Jews do not work or travel or do business on the sabbath. 
It is also a day for special meals and synagogue services. Usually pronounced "shabbas" by western European 
and American Jews. 
Sanitatslager or Sanitaetslager means "sanitary camp," and refers to the medical or hospital section of a 
concentration or prisoner-of-war camp. 
A scapegoat is a person or group that is unjustly blamed for some fault or problem in society. It is easier to 
'scapegoat' other people than to look for and correct the real causes of a social problem. 
SD or Sicherheitdienst, "security service," was Hitler's intelligence service. Headed by Reinhard Heydrich, 
its real function was as yet another private army of thugs loyal to azi ideals. The Gestapo was technically a 
branch of the SD. 
Siemens Werke is a major German multinational corporation, involved in a great variety of heavy industrial 
production. During the war it supplied a large part ofGermany's weapons and ammunition, as well as chemicals 
and other war materiel. Siemens was one of the major users of Jewish and prisoner slave labor. It still exists 
and flourishes today. 
SS is the abbreviation for Schutzstaffel, "defense squadron," also called Black Shirts. Established in 1923 as 
Hitler's bodyguards, they evolved into a large 'alternative army' of fanatically loyal azi soldiers who ran the 
concentration camps and murdered millions ofJews and other 'enemies.' Every branch of the government and 
the military feared the SS, the real power behind Hitler's throne. Many Holocaust survivors remember direct 
encounters with "SS-men." 
While protecting eastern European Jews from azi genocide, the Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.) often forced them 
into conditions approaching slave labor. Able-bodied Jews dug ditches, laid railroad track, and sometimes died 
under harsh conditions - but hundreds of thousands were saved from the death camps. The Soviet government 
helped families to reunite and allowed the fugitives some freedom ofmovement. After the war most of these 
survivors came to the United States or to Israel. Of the Soviet Jews who lived in areas occupied by the azis, 
107,000 died in Russia and 900,000 in the Ukraine. 
Stereotyping is the habit ofattaching an uncritical, uncomplimentary or generalized label to a person, race, idea. 
Or the like. For example, Jews were stereotyped as money-hungry. 
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The swastika, or Hakenkreuz in German, was the symbol of azism. Hitler borrowed it from India, believing 
that the ancient Indians were also Aryans. It is a symbol of life and hope in many cultures. Today it is illegal 
to display a swastika in Germany and many other European countries. 
A synagogue is a Jewish house of worship, prayer, and above all, study. Its leader is usually a rabbi, and it is 
governed by a committee of laypeople. 
General George Patton's Third Army led the invasion of ormandy and then the vast sweep across France 
which liberated that country in the summer and fall of 1944. Patton continued on into Germany that winter and 
his troops were usually at the forefront, which is why so many of his veterans were present at the liberation of 
concentration camps. 
Treblinka was one ofthe largest death camps, located east ofWarsaw on the site ofa former prison camp. Like 
Sobibor and Belzec, it has very few survivors - because nearly everyone was gassed or shot immediately upon 
arrival. It operated for only about a year (1942-43), until an inmate revolt destroyed much of the camp. After 
that Himmler ordered it closed and the evidence obliterated. In the first five weeks alone, a quarter ofa million 
died; the eventual toll was about 800,000. Today, 17,000 stones memorializing destroyed Jewish communities 
stand on the site. 
Many inmates of concentration camps and ghettos were killed, not by gas or bullets, but by typhus, a disease 
caused by bacteria found in unsanitary living quarters. Lice often carry the bacteria. The symptoms are high 
fever, intense headache, dark red rash, and delirium. It is usually fatal if not treated. 
The Ukraine, now independent, was one of the fifteen Soviet Republics within the U.S.S.R. and part ofRussia 
since ancient times. The Ukrainians are, however, a distinct people with their own language and have not 
always been friendly toward Moscow. Hitler's invasion of the U.S.S.R. in 1941 drove directly across this 
region, aiming for the oil fields near the Caspian Sea and for industrial centers like Stalingrad. Soviet resistance 
was fierce, all the more so because many Ukrainians sympathized with the azis and might have tried to help 
the invaders. Some of the bloodiest and most destructive battles of World War II were fought in the Ukraine. 
ine hundred thousand Ukrainian Jews were exterminated in the Holocaust. 
The term underground is often used to describe resistance movements behind enemy lines, like the French 
Maquis or the Polish partisans. It can also be a secret network formed to thwart the invader's policies, such as 
the Dutch underground that found safe refuges for Jews. 
The War Crimes Commission was created by the Allied military leadership at the end of World War II to 
investigate, try, and imprison or execute azi war criminals. It operated in many places in 1945-46, but the most 
high-profile prisoners were tried at uremberg. 
The Warsaw Ghetto was a large Jewish neighborhood, dating back to medieval times, consisting ofhundreds 
of apartments and small houses mixed in with shops and schools in a maze of winding streets. Prejudice had 
long forced Jews to congregate in certain neighborhoods, but they were free to come and go and usually worked 
elsewhere in the city. Before the war about 160,000 people lived here. When the azis occupied Warsaw, they 
built a wall around the ghetto and forced an additional 340,000 Jews - most but not all from Poland - into the 
small area. Food and fuel were extremely scarce and a barter economy quickly developed. Since Jews could 
not leave and non-Jews could not enter, almost all shops and businesses closed. A few of the residents were put 
to work in armaments factories outside the walls, but most were virtual prisoners. In July 1942 three-fourths 
of the population was shipped off to concentration camps, mainly to Treblinka. A rebellion in 1943 held out 
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longer against the azis than the entire nation had done in 193 9. 
The force behind the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising was the Jewish Fighting Organization (J .F.0.) which grew 
out ofa meeting of the major organizations in the ghetto. Headed by Mordecai Anielewicz, and fonned in July 
1942 in response to the massive deportations to Treblinka, the J.F.O. made numerous, unheeded pleas to the 
outside world for help. Secretly the J.F.O. secured some weapons and explosives. Against incredible odds, the 
inhabitants ofthe ghetto revolted in the spring of 1943. The uprising lasted roughly five weeks, until the heavily 
armed Gennans used smoke bombs and explosives to bum and destroy the ghetto. Many of the survivors were 
then massacred. 
Wilno, Vilna, Vilnius - the capital of Lithuania has been part of Russia, Poland, Lithuania, Sweden, and the 
realm of the Teutonic Knights. It was founded in the tenth century and was capital of Lithuania after 1323. 
From 1795 to 1915 it was under Russian control, and during that period flourished as a center of rabbinic 
studies. The city is the spiritual capital of the Hasidic movement in modem Judaism. Between the world wars 
Vilna was the capital of a Polish province, and the 1931 census showed a Jewish population of 54,000. As a 
result of the notorious Hitler-Stalin Pact of August 1939, Vilna became the capital of the new Soviet Socialist 
Republic of Lithuania. azi occupation troops held it from June 1941 until July 1944, and during those three 
years nearly all the Jewish population was murdered or taken away to camps. It is still the capital ofLithuania, 
now an independent state. 
Yad Vasbem is the world's principal Holocaust memorial and archive, located in west Jerusalem. 
The yellow star often seen in exhibits and books about the Holocaust was a cloth badge, three or four inches 
across, sometimes with the word "Jew" in the appropriate language. The azis required Jews to wear these on 
their clothing for easy identification. Later it helped in rounding them up for deportation to ghettos or 
concentration camps. As the azis occupied one country after another, they required Jews to wear the six­
pointed star as well. In Denmark, many non-Jews - and the King himself - wore them as a gesture ofdefiance. 
In the camps, different groups wore similar symbols: for example, pink triangles for homosexuals, purple 
triangles for Jehovah's Witnesses. Today the yellow star is a badge of honor for survivors and their families. 
Yiddish was the common language ofJews in Poland and all over eastern Europe and Russia, as well as in some 
immigrant neighborhoods in America. It is a fonn ofMiddle German but written in Hebrew characters, and with 
many Hebrew loan words. Gennan Jews usually spoke German, not Yiddish. Its use was another means for 
azis to identify who was Jewish. 
Zionism was a political movement, founded in the late nineteenth century by Theodor Herzl, aimed at fostering 
Jewish identity and nationalism. Its eventual goal was to found a Jewish homeland state in Palestine. Many 
Jews in azi Gennany identified with the movement. Since the establishment oflsrael in 1948, the world 
Zionist movement has led the effort to support it financially and morally, and encourages Jews to emigrate there. 
The gas used to kill Jews in the death camp gas chambers was Zyklon-B, a brand name for a pesticide derived 




1918: World War I ends in German defeat 
1919: Germany becomes a democratic republic 
Protocols ofthe Elders ofZion published in Germany 
German Workers' Party (DAP) founded 
1920: League of ations meets for first time, Geneva 
First mass meeting of ational Socialist German Workers ' Party (NSDAP, or azis) 
Adolf Hitler published first azi party program 
1921: Allies assess Germany $31 billion in war reparations 
Hitler establishes Sturmabteilung (SA), the "Storm Troopers" 
SDAP begins publishing its newspaper, Vi5lkischer Beobachter 
Hitler named chairman of SDAP 
Mussolini establishes Fascist government in Italy 
1922: Walther Rathenau, Jewish foreign minister of Germany, assassinated 
First azi attacks on Jews in Germany 
1923: German economy collapses, mark worthless 
Hitler establishes Schutzstaffel (SS) 
Hitler' s failed "Beer Hall Putsch" in Munich 
1923-1924: Hitler serves nine months in prison, begins writing Mein Kampf 
1924: U.S. limits immigration from eastern Europe 
azis win 6.6% of vote in Reichstag elections 
1925: Fascist organizations founded in several European countries and in the U.S . 
Gen. Paul von Hindenburg elected president 
League of Nations outlaws chemical/biological warfare 
Mein Kampfpublished 
1926: Hitler Youth Organization founded 
1927: Many Jewish cemeteries vandalized by azis 
German government lifts speaking ban on Hitler 
1928: azi Party wins 12 seats in the Reichstag 
1929: Jewish settlers killed in Jerusalem 
Hitler appoints Himmler head of the SS 
azi party rally at Nuremberg draws over 100,000 
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1930: Ustasha, Fascist organization, founded in Croatia 
Hitler appoints himself leader of the Storm Troopers 
azis win 108 seats in the Reichstag 
1931: "Fuhrer" is Hitler's new title 
German banking system collapses 
azi Party forms alliance with other right-wing parties 
1932: Hitler becomes a German citizen 
Hitler receives 11.3 million votes in presidential election, Hindenburg wins 
German-American Bund founded in U.S. 
azis win 230 of 608 Reichstag seats, but lose 34 of them later in year 
Hindenburg offers to make Hitler Chancellor; he refuses 
1933: Albert Einstein speaks out against azis 
Hitler becomes Chancellor on January 30 after an election 
Reichstag bums; Hitler blames Communists 
Franklin D. Roosevelt becomes U.S. president 
SA foments riots and attacks on Jews throughout Germany 
Dachau, first concentration camp, established 
Legal discrimination against Jews begins 
Gestapo established 
First public book-burnings 
azis begin sterilizing "undesirables" 
1934: Himmler becomes head of all German police 
Hitler announces intent to rearm Germany 
' ight of the Long Knives" - Hitler executes suspect az1s 
Hindenburg dies; Hitler takes all power 
1935: Germany introduces conscription, builds up armed forces 
First ' uremberg Laws" passed 
Jews disqualified from German citizenship 
1936: Germany defies Versailles Treaty, occupies Rhineland 
"Death's Head Units" formed to guard concentration camps 
Olympic Games in Berlin (August) 
Hitler and Mussolini sign Axis pact 
Germany signs treaty with Japan 
1937: Hitler declares Third Reich will last 1000 years 
Buchenwald established 
SS begins euthanasia of "defectives" 
most Jewish students expelled from German universities 
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1938: about half of Germany's Jews have now emigrated 
Hitler names self head of German military 
Germany annexes Austria 
Evian Conference: many nations, including U.S., will not admit Jewish refugees 
Mauthausen established 
Munich conference, Sudetenland crisis, September 
Kristallnacht, ovember 
Jews forced to wear yellow badges 
All Jewish students expelled from schools 
Kindertransport begins 
1939: all Jewish economic assets seized 
Hitler warns Allies that war will mean extermination of Jews 
Spanish Civil War ends with Fascist victory 
British limit Jewish immigration to Palestine 
Refugee ship St Louis turned away from U.S. 
Invasion of Poland, World War II begins, September 1 
1940: six "euthanasia" centers established in Germany 
"Blitzkrieg" invasion of western Europe begins 
Lodz Ghetto sealed off 
Auschwitz established 
France, Low Countries occupied 
Wall built around Warsaw Ghetto 
Deportation of French Jews begins 
1941 : population of Warsaw Ghetto reaches 400,000 
Krakow Ghetto established 
Germany invades U.S.S.R. (June) 
Jews in Baltic states ordered to wear yellow badges 
Babi Y ar massacre 
Belzec death camp established 
Japan attacks Pearl Harbor 
1942: Allies establish War Crimes Commission 
Wannsee Conference calls for "Final Solution" 
Gassing begins at Auschwitz, Chelrnno, Belzec, Sobibor, Majdanek, Treblinka 
Lublin, Czestochowa ghettos liquidated 
Medical experiments on Auschwitz victims 
1943: Joint Rescue Committee begins work 
Liquidation of Jewish slave laborers in Berlin begins 
Bergen-Belsen established 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising (April-May) 
Dr. Joseph Mengele begins experiments at Auschwitz 
Himmler orders liquidation of all ghettos in occupied U.S.S.R. 
Allies occupy most of Italy, Mussolini flees 
Revolt of prisoners at Sobibor 
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1944: Oskar Schindler saves hundreds of Jewish workers 
Mengele's "twin studies" at Auschwitz 
Lodz Ghetto liquidated 
onnandy invasion (June) 
290,000 Hungarian Jews extenninated in 23 days; Raoul Wallenberg saves thousands more 
Paris liberated 
Soviets begin to liberate concentration camps in East 
First "death marches" from Auschwitz to Gennan camps 
Battle of the Bulge 
1945: Soviet army liberates Poland and Hungary 
Anne Frank dies at Bergen-Belsen 
Evacuation of Auschwitz 
Death marches across Poland and Austria 
Yalta Conference 
U.S. Anny crosses the Rhine 
Liberation of camps in Gennany 
Death of Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Last death marches within Gennany 
Suicide of Adolf Hitler 
Murder of Benito Mussolini 
Liberation of Mauthausen 
Surrender of Gennany (May 8) 
Gradual evacuation of camp survivors to DP camps 
Hiroshima bombed 
World War II ends (September 2) 
azi officials imprisoned and interrogated 
1945-1946: uremberg War Crimes trials 
1.5 million Europeans in DP camps 
after 1945: emigration of survivors to U.S., Israel and elsewhere 
1948: Establishment of the State oflsrael 
1951: United Nations bans genocide 
1961: Trial of Adolf Eichmann in Israel 
1966: Albert Speer, Baldur von Schirach released from prison 
1978: Joseph Mengele dies in South America 
1987: Klaus Barbie tried in France 
1993: U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum opens 
1996: Misappropriation of Holocaust victims' funds by Swiss bankers revealed 
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1999: Germany announces plans for Holocaust memorial in Berlin 
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder announces establishment of fund to compensate Holocaust victims and 
slave laborers 
late 1990s: Controversies over reparations for Holocaust survivors 
2000 and after: you help remember the Holocaust 
NOTES 
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